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Editor's Suspension Free Speech Granted
By the Faculty
Referred to Dean
The following letter, dealing with
the petition of the student body for
Stephenson's reinstatement, was received by the Acting Secretary of the
College Body:
"Mr. John Fitzgerald,
"Trinity College.
"My dear Mr. Fitzgerald:
"At the meeting of the Faculty of
Trinity College on November 10,
the request of the students for shortening the term of suspension of Mr.
Stephenson was presented and carefully considered. Inasmuch as the
Faculty had voted last June that all
minor matters of discipline should be
entrusted to the Dean, the Faculty
felt that this request should be referred to the Dean with confidence
that whatever he may decide upon
in the matter will be right.
"Yours very truly,
"FRANK COLE BABBITT,
"Secretary of the Faculty."

The Sophomores
Beat Freshmen
In the first game of the Sophomore-Freshman soccer series, '28
won from '29 by a score of 2-1.
Platt kicked the first goal for the
Sophomores in the first period. The
Freshman then fouled twice in their
own penalty area, and two penalty
kicks were awarded the Sophomores.
Platt kicked one, and W. Stewart
kicked the other, but they failed to
score.
In the second period MacGill scored
for the Freshmen, thus tying the
score. But the Sophomores were
awarded a penalty kick on Freeman's
fouling. Stewart took the kick, and
scored, making the final standing, 2-1.
The line-up for the game v.rns as
follows:
Freshmen
Sophomores
.Ramiery
LOF
Stewart, W.
(Capt.)
Calkin
LIF
Deacon
Mac Gill
CF
Hunt
RIF
Kostin
Walter
Kneeland
ROF
Gotkis
Bramley
LH
Condon
Ikeler (Capt.)
Alford
CH
DeBonis
Platt
RH
Salvatore
LF
Gregoriff, A.
Hey
Gregoriff, G.
RF
Watkins
Niles
G
Periods were 20 minutes long.
Referee-Prof. Bissonnette.
Linesmen - S. Leeke and M.
Coli eta.

Latin Club
At the last meeting of the Latin
Club, Professor Yost, of the German
Department, was the guest of honor.
Three character sketches were given.
Norbert Lacy read a paper on Liberius; Henry Moses discussed Marcus
Aurelius, and Jack Young characterized Hadrian. These were very well
presented, and an informal discussion
on these Roman men took place. A
few Latin songs were sung, with
Professor Yost at the piano. The
usual copiae (eats) were enjoyed.
At the next meeting, December 3,
some slides of Roman life and ruins
will be shown in Boardman, while
John Downey will read a ·paper on
Oriental Cults.

Glee Club- Elects
At the last meeting of the Glee
Club, Harold Messer was elected
business manager for this year. It
was decided that the first concert
will be given during Junior Week,
which comes right after mid-years.
This concert will take place somewhere in the city.
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Trinity Beaten by Norwich 10.. 9

At a meeting of the Faculty of
Trinity College on November 10,
1925, all voting members of the
Faculty being present, the following
resolution was passed unanimously:
"The faculty of Trinity College
wishes to go on record as supporting
now, as ever, the right of undergraduates to criticise openly, either as in- _ _ _ _ _ _..
dividuals or collectively, in speech or
writing or print, the rules laid down
for college government and also the
acts and opinions of college officers
and Faculty members, such criticisms
The blase indifference and hostilbeing always subject to the canons ity of the average college student
of courtesy and good taste."
towards the Church will have an unobstructed opportunity to express
itself during the coming Christmas

LOSES HARD-FOUGHT GAME BY MISSING TRY FOR POIN'r
Noble, O'Brien and Stewart Star
Burr Scores Twice

Church Conference

Sophomore Hop
Committee

holidays at the Interdenominational
Student Conference to be held at that
time at. Evanston, Illinois. At this
meeting students of a great many re-

Edward Griswold, who was re- ligious denominations, and also many
cently elected chairman of the Soph without denominational connection,
Hop, has chosen the following com- coming from all parts of the United
mittee:
States, will make an unbiased evaluaNeutral Body ......... Russell Davis tion of the Church and its adequateDelta Phi. ....... . .. Sherman Beers
ness as machinery
towards the
Sigma Nu ... .. . .... ... Dudley Burr
achievement of a better social order.
Delta Psi. ........... William Orrick
College
students,
both those
Alpha Delta Phi ....... Henry Moses
friendly and those indifferent to the
Psi U ......... ...... ... John Large
Church, have long been aware of the
Alpha Chi Rho . .. ... Charles Jackson
inefficacy and comparative insignifiDelta Kappa Epsilon ... Harry Fertig
cance of the Church in the face of
Alpha Fau Kappa .. .... Thomas Daly
the great problems of the day. Many
Ex-officio . . ... ..... ... William Even
of the friendly group have despaired
of working effectively through the
Church and are wondering whether
other means might. not be more likely
to produce results. During the summer months of this year several
groups of students have made investigations of what the Church is acChairman of Anglo ~ Catholic tually doing in various fields. At
the Conference the results of these
Conference Attacks
investigations, combined with illumCollege Chapel
inating addresses by two classes of
speakers, those friendly and those
The Rev. Father Shirley Hughson, hostile to the Church, will unite to
<·hairman of the Organization Com- form the evidence on which united
mittee of the Anglo-Catholic Confer- youth will gauge its future policies.
The Conference, which is expected
ence, held in
Christ
Episcopal
Church, New Haven, last week, to total over 1,200 students, will
stated that he does not favor com- meet in the First Methodist Epispulsory chapel services in American copal Church of Evanston. This is
located within three blocks of the
colleges.
Campus
"I cannot see why men who hap- Northwestern University
'pen to be students in colluge," he and is excellently fitted for Confersaid, "should be compe,1led to go to ence purposes. In spite of the fact
daily chapel when home on vacation that it will be held in a Church, the
they would be regarded as queer' if Conference is free from any obligathey went to chapel daily. Why tions to the Church as a whole, and
should they be compelled to do so will be absolutely unhampered in any
simply because of their residence of its expressions.
That this Conference, the first of
at college?
"So far as I can understand the its kind, will be unusually well athistory of the custom it is a survival tended is indicated by the enthusiasof the medieval days when all educa- tic response to the information literation was in the hands of the church, ture sent out by the Executive Commuch of it in the hands of the mon- mittee. Already in scores of unithroughout the country
astic orders. Now, that education versities
has been secularized, I can see no small discussion groups have been
reason for clinging to this shred of formed to deal with the problems
which the Conference will take up,
the old custom.
"The monks and their pupils, most The Conference Headquarters, at 10
of whom looked forward to holy East Huron Street, Chicago, reports
orders, went to their daily services as that at the request of students in
a matter of course, but our college every section of the United States
professors are no longer monks, and thousands of information pamphlets
their students are not expected to have been dispatched and that alenter the ecclesiastical state. To the ready registrations are coming in.
average man of today it is an unnatural compulsion and I fear it produces a reaction against wholesome
personal religion."
Elyria, Ohio, has been made president of the Ohio State Hospital Association.
FORMER MIDDLETOWN MAN
Doctor Pelton is a graduate of the
HONORED BY COLLEAGUES. Middletown High School, Trinity
Dr. C. Hamlin Pelton, T '05, IKA, College, AB., Hartford, and of the
Heads Ohio Hospital
Johns Hopkins, University, M.D.,
Association.
Baltimore. He is the son of Druggist
Word has been received here that Charles A. Pelton of Mliddletown, who
Doctor C. H. Pelton, superintendent is the oldest pharmacist in business
of the Elyria Memorial Hospital, in Connecticut.

Daily Chapel
Attendance Queer

Trinity lost a hard-fought game to
Norwich University at the local field
last Saturday. The tally at the end
of the game was 10-9. Trinity, for
the first time in three years, scored in
the first quarter. They scored first
when Burr booted a neat goal over
the bar from the 30-yard line. Later
they received the ball on the Norwich
25-yard line and, by a series of line
bucks, brought the ball to the 12-yard
line. Burr hit the center of the line
and, eluding two tacklers, carried the
ball over for a touchdown. The try
for the extra point was blocked.
Norwich came back strong after
the first half. They outweighed the
locals by about 20 pounds to a man
and at this time their advantage in
poundage began to have its effect.
With the ball on the 20-yard line,
Rice, who played a fine game for
Norwich, dropped the ball over the
bar for a field goal. Shortly after
this, he dashed around the end to the
two-yard line· and on the next play
carried the ball over. The extra point,
which placed them in the lead, was
made via the aerial route, Rise to
Moulter.
Trinity showed the same game
spirit which conquered Wesleyan a
week earlier. Although outweighed
by their
opponents, they fought
gamely and held the advantage almost entirely. They weakened somewhat in the third period but came
back strong in the closing canto. A
concerted attack brought the ball to
the 10-yard line for a first down.
Three tries at the line netted a gain
of only a yard. Burr dropped back
to try another field goal. The kick
missed by inches and from then on
the ball see-sawed back and forth at
midfield.
Norwich did not look very good in
the first half but showed up somewhat better after the intermission.
They were overshadowed by the locals in all departments of the game,
except kicking. In the first half they
seemed in a complete daze. Several
times they crossed their signals and
the resultant fumbles were quickly

scooped up by the alert Trinity
forwards.
The entire Blue and Gold team
played good football. Captain Noble
and Dick O'Brien again dominated
the Trinity frontier with their high
caliber performances, both on offense and defense. In the backfield,
"Chuck" Stewart and "Dud" Burr
were the big guns. Burr was responsible for all the points scored by
the locals. Stewart featured with
several brilliant dashes. His best
effort came on the epening kickoff.
He snared the ball and dashed across
the field, eluding several crimsonjerseyed gridders. He raced up the
sidelines until he was finally nabbed
by the Norwich safety man on the
35-yard line. This ron netted the
locals well over 50 yards.
For Norwich, Rice played brilliantly in the backfield while Captain
Crowley was a bulwark in the center
of the line. The game was fiercely
fought and resulted in several injuries for both sides.
The line-ups:
Trinity
Norwich
Orrick
LE
Hourin
Noble
LT
Gendron
Lieber
LG
Daley
c
Griffin
Conde~
RG
Douglass
Anderson
O'Brien
RT
Jones
Thomson
RE
Moulter
QB
Riley
Crowley
LHB
Andrews
Stewart
Mastronarde
RHB
Rice
FB
O'Donnell
Burr
By periods:
Trinity ............. 9 0 0 0-9
Norwich ............ 0 0 10 0-10
Trinity scoring-Touchdown, Burr.
Field goal, Burr.
Norwich scoring - Touchdown,
Rice. Point after touchdown, Rise to
Moulter (forward pass). Field goal,
Rice.
Substitutions-Trinity, Jackson for
Thomson, Hough for Orrick, Whitaker for Mastronarde, Orrick for
Whitaker, Whitaker for Riley, Riley
for Condit, Young for Lieber.

TRINITY TO INVADE GOTHAM
THIS NEXT SATURDAY
Noble, Riley and Hough will Play their Last Game for Blue
and Gold

LAST GAME OF SEASON WITH STRONG N.Y. ELEVEN
Half of Student Body Expected to Migrate to New York
Trinity will drop the curtain on the plays against them this week and
present football this Saturday, when they have perfected ·a defense against
they journey to New York to meet them.
This will be the last 'g ridiron perthe strong N. Y. U. eleven at Ohio formance of Captain "Dick" Noble,
Field. This is probably the hardest "Walt" Riley, and "Pete" Hough in
the Blue and Gold regimentals. The
game of the season for the locals.
N. Y. U., under the regime of passing of Noble leaves a gap hard
"Chick" Mehan, is enjoying one of to fill in the local line, as his playing
the most successful seasons in recent this year stamps him as one of the
years. The eleven has been defeated greatest linemen eve11 turned out at
only once this season. This reverse the local institution. Hough, who is
was suffered at the hands of the un- playing his first year of bootball, and
defeated Fordham eleven. In addi- Riley, a veteran of last season, are
However,
tion they played a 6-6 tie with Colum.; 'both scrappy players.
bia, Saturday.
. ,, ·. · the:te is plenty of end and backfield
Coach Clark's men are not~ ~erial, so their loss will not be so
daunted by this for-mid~J.ble record. ·~eenl~ felt.•:
They have been practicing busily al1
Half. of ·the student body intend to
week and expect to give the Gotham follow · the ,t eam tO' the Big Town to
eleven a busy afternoon. The fresh- see the . swan song . of the local footman eleven has been using N. Y. U. ball season.
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CHAPEL FOR
TOWNIES
After three years of college education we have at last hit upon a brilliant idea. Remarkable as it may appear, we repeat that we have an idea.
Perhaps it is not original; certainly
it is not profound. We profess neither originality or depth, but do claim
that our proposition does deserve a
moment's notice. Chapel is considered
by the administration to be a college
function. "Yes," you say, "Granted,
bu"Q what of it?" All of which interrogation affords us ample opportunity
to smile and assume a knowing look.
We answer, "Chapel is considered to
be what ~t is not." We have stated
our idea and now go on to explain it.
If chape~ is a college function, it
should be entered not by a select fev.;
who are unfortunate enough to live
on the campus or within a half-mil~
radius. Religion should not be a ques~
tion of geography. There is no rea.
son that men living at home should
not attend college functions.
Is it
that their immunity is granted on th~
grounds that it would be an imposi.
tion to ask them to arise so early il)
the morning ? We do not think so.
Morning after morning, as we have
hurried up the campus walk, trying
to beat the chapel bell, a group of
"townies" congregated on the library
steps have taunted us with their poor
little witticisms, warning us not to
be late for "Sunday School."
In the days when seven-forty classes were vogue, a cut was a cut regardless of whether a man lived il)
Middle Jarvis or East Hartford.
Classes are a college function, attendance is required, and the entire college is present. Chapel is just as
much a part of Trinity College as is
History 1 or English 2; it is an institution, but as yet only a "quasi" college function. Why not make it a
true one by rounding up the entire
student body?

THE YOUTH MOVEMENT
The recent strike of Chinese students directed against the foreign
power s now in control in that country
who are despoiling it of its wealth
by subjugating t he natives bring&
forcibly to mind the increasing power
and prestige of the so-called Youth
Movement throughout the world. The
oppression and brutalities of the imperialistic British, Japanese and
American interests has been stirring
up resentful antagonism which cuiruinated in open revolt when twelve
Chinese students were shot down by
British police.
The strike has been going on now
for several months with greater and
greater success as it rallies the national spirit and forces for justice in
China to its cause. It has enrolled
nearly a fifth of a million of millworkers in its protest and has declared a boycott against British and
Japanese goods which is costing those
interests millions of dollars every day
The student movement in many places
has gained control of the local government and is fast creating a liberal
Chinese national power that bodes ill
for the plundering intruders.
This particularly striking. example
has its less vivid but none the less
positive counterpart among the leading nations and races of the world
In Europe it has become prominent in
Germany where the rising generation,
realizing that its pred ecesSor was th~
dupe of militarism and the Kaiser
regime, has thrown these overboard
and is a leading factor in the liberal
faction of that country.
In England, France, Russia, in fact
in almost every country, there are distinct signs of agitation and a sense
of responsibility among the juniorites
And even in our own. United States
the Youth Movement is becoming
more and more in evidence. The students in American colleges and universities have a feeling that foreigners are not the only ones who should
exercise a questioning attitude and
whose institutions alone need moderate or radical rebuilding.
The Youth Movement, let it be said,
is not an organization. It has no enrollment, officers, dues or regular
meetings. It is a frame of mind, an
attitude enlivened by a spirit tO' ac.
complish. In the United States its
fields are multifarious.
Economics,
religion, government, industry, politics, race relations, education-all and
more are grounds for its activities
Its adherents as yet are not as conspicuous or evident as for instance in
China but their existence is undeniable and their common spirit discernible. Their characteristic trait is liberal.
The best hope of America lies with
them. Whether she will regain and
hold her position of leadership in the
world depends largely upon whether
the forces of stand-pattism, conservatism and reaction or the liberal,
progressive and forward-looking ideas
prevail.
UNITED STATES AN EMPIRE.
The Unl'ted States and the System
of Mandates.
(Reprinted by permission of the
Revue de Droit International from the
July-September, 1924, issue.)
"The American people as a rule do
not think of their country as an imperial State. To many of them the
Philippines, Porto Rico, Hawaii, and
Alaska connote only a burden and an
obligation. Vast resources, a large
territory hitherto capable of absorbing all expansion movements westward, and a consequent feeling of
self-sufficiency, once in the great interior agricultural regions, have all
contributed their share in fostering
this concept of colonies. Even more
difficult than it is for American public opinion to realize the connection
with colonies known to be under direct control is it to conceive of an
American imperialism as it operates
most vigorously today in certain nominally independent countries in the
Caribbean Sea and in Central Arnerica.
"But while public opinion has been
apathetic, the Government has adopted an aggressive colonial policy. This
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the present dependence of the world
~
~
upon colonia l products, such as petroleum, palm oil, rubber, and tropical
a
fruits. Since the World War, petro- §
leum alone has furnished the key- ~
stone to the foreign policy of several §
~
Governments, which have either entered into the industry themselves or
have aided private interests.

I ALL FUTURE EXHIBITS WILL BE ATI

THE BOND HOTEL ON MONDAYS !
=
=

"The American Government now
gives active protection to Americans
seeking concessions abroad. In the
Near East in 1919 representatives of
American commercial interests were
furnished transportation and accorded all possible assistance by the Navy
Department. Today, to protect existing industries, gunboats patrol the
Yangtze River in China up nearly
2000 miles in the interior; a destroyer
is kept continuously at Samsun, Turkey, to protect tobacco interests, and
in an even greater degree protection
is afforded to business in the West
Indies. Government and business, in
short, gjo hand in hand. In the Midldle
East the purpose of this collusion has
for some time been oil, but to international good will and even to principles of economic morality this oil
has been like grains of sand. From
this background of the new economic
importance of colonies and of an alliance between government and business and consequent international illfeeling came the policy of the Government of the United States concerning the colonial settlement that
followed the World War.
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upon as to the distribution of the s>~<>~<>~<,~<g
spoils, carne the mandatory system.
This method of colonial administration was intended by General Smuts,
its original sponsor, to apply only to
0
parts of the Turkish territories; in
the final settlement, however, PresiThat Is correct in style '
dent Wilson succeeded in extending it .... and is held in high favor,
to include the German colonies. It
0
can not, by the facts, be denied that
displayed at our Men's '
the system of mandates marked a
Shop, where prompt and
great advance in colonial administra- 0
courteous attention is al~
tion. At the same time, because of
party reasons and a traditional prejudice, the United States, whose .Pres- '....
you with c
ident had made poss]ble this settle0
ment, was to adopt a policy to pre- ~ your Accessories and as~
vent its early fruition."
.... sure you satisfaction.

'FALL
c' ACCESSORIES

'
'
I'

~,

~

"The colonial settlement at Versailles was based upon a series of
territorial understandings begun in
March, 1915, and continuing through
1920. At the end of the World War
it was not possible, because of the
many statements of ideals as to a
~
peace of justice made during the war
,...
period, to carry out an open policy
He Had a Pull.
of annexation as established by wartime treaties. From this dilemma,
Sign in Ku Kluxer's office window:
either of violating many · promises or "Will be back at one. Out to lynch."
of securing what had been agreed
-columns.

all over the country as having advocated the suppression of individuality.
in order to produce a standard type
at Trinity. As if suppressing individuality were the same thing as
sacrificing an individual, when necessary, to maintain the morale of the
College!
The phrase quoted in "The Tripod,"
if quoted verbatim, when deprived of
its context, certainly gives color to
such a misrepresentation, and is an
admirable example of the terrible
harm a newspaper can accomplish in
the effort to increase its circulation
through sensationalism. In the case
of "The Tripod" this misrepresenta·tion may not have been deliberate,
but in view of its avowed policy concerning "stinks," one naturally infers
that it was glad of an opportunity
to "start something." It has certainly succeeded, and is continuing
the work of last year's board, of
enraging the alumni, and turning the
better class of preparatory school
boys away from Trinity.
Finally, Mr. Editor, freedom of
speech which the Press seems so
eager to preserve;- bids fair to be
limited to the editors alone, for no
one nowadays can express his views
freely before an audience without the
horrible fear of being made ridiculous
by some reporter looking for sensations at any cost, or one so lacking in
intelligence as to misunderstand the
most carefully worded address.
Yours truly,
HENRY A. PERKINS.
("The Tripod" wishes to assure
Professor Perkins that it does firmly
"believe in fair play and free speech."
We are, therefore, granting our adversaries the last word of condemnation. We trust that our readers will
not infer from our failure to further
defend our stand that we are admitting that we were at fault in the matter under discussion. So much unpleasantness has already been suffered by individuals, as well as by
the college and "The Tripod," that
we choose to let the matter be
dropped.)
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CONTRIBUTORS' COLUMN
Nov. 11, 1925.
The Editor of "The Tripod":
Dear Sir:
No fair minded person denies the
right of the Press to criticise or
blame whatever it considers blameworthy. Freedom of speech is a vital
part of the liberties of a free people,
and one should r esent with all his
might any infringement of this
privilege. But this does not involve
the right to distort the truth. Calumny and libel are criminal offenses.
The most characteristic sin of modern journalism is the distortion of
the truth for the sake of a sensation.
Cutting a phrase from its explanatory context in an address, because
it seems to have what is euphemistically called "news value," and so
making the whole appear ridiculous,
is an unpardonable offense. When
this is deliberate, it is positively
diabolical, and even when done
through ignorance or - stupidity, it"
does just as much harm. Ignorance
and stupidity are responsible for as
much trouble in the world as deliberate evil, and should be condemned
accordingly, more especially in an
educational institution.
Professor Troxell'~ speech is a case
in point. With his views no sane
person, not an anarchist, can differ.
In explaining the fundamental basis
for any discipline in our social systern, he showed that the individual
may have to be sMrtficed for the
good of the many. To make his point
clear he cited the case of a murderer.
like Chapman whose punishment is
intended to protect the rest of humanity from bandits. He also drew
analogy from nature, quoting Tennyson, who points out how careful she
is of the species and how recKless of
the individual of the species, all her
effort being directed toward the improvement of the many, regardless of
the few. One cannot press such an
analogy very far, for _ obvious reasons, but the more intelligent portion of his audience understood him
perfectly; in spite of which, thanks
to "The Tripod," he ·i s being quoted
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When the 1876 wife said, "John,
there's a burglar in the house,"
John looked for a capped ruffian.
Not so now-for cap-makers
have changed caps from a second
story worker's apparel to that
of a cavalier.
You should see the New Caps
at Horsfall's-they're wond&s!

HORSFAL[S
93-99 ~lwn Street

"It Pays to Buy Our Kind,.

~~~~®4~~~~~·~~~~~~

BATH- LOUNGING
ROBES
$5.00
Well~ tailored,

dressy robes of
an imported fabric. Cuffs,
pockets and large shawl collar
trimmed to match. In small,
medium and large sizes.
MEN'S FURNISHINGS
FIRST FLOOR
Mail and Phone Orders
Carefully Filled.

6.Jox ~ £o.
Incorporated

THE TRIPOD
UNITED STATES SECURITY
TRUST COMPANY
COR. OF MAIN AND PEARL STS.
We offer a bank large enough to inspire the confidence of its customers.
Trinity men are invited.
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent.
JOHN 0. ENDERS, Chairman of the Board.
FRANCIS PARSONS, Vice-Ch. of the Board.
ROBERT B. NEWELL, President.

A REAL BOOK SHOI
Edwin Valentine Mitchell
BOOKSELLJ!::R, PUBLISHER AND
PRINT 1.J~LER

27 Lewis Street, Hartford.

THE W. G. SIMMONS CORP.
ExClusive Agents for
STETSON and "J. & M."
SHOES FOR MEN

IN MEMORIAM.
Walter Beardslee Wildman '98.
Walter Beardslee Wildman, a
graduate in the Class of 1898,
died suddenly of heart trouble
at Deer Isle, Maine, September
16, 1925. Mr. Wildman was
the son of
the
Reverend
Joseph Edmund Wildman and
Ann Augusta Beardslee Wildman. He was born August 19,
1876, at Wallingford, Connecticut. His preparatory education
was obtained at the Wailingford High School, and he entered Trinity College September, 1894, with the Class of
1898. On graduation he entered the teaching profession
and was Master in various
schools of standing in New
York City and elsewhere. June
23rd, 1915, he married Bessie
Bishop Fisher, of Danville,
Kentucky, who, with a son,
Walter Beardslee Wildman, Jr.,
19 months old, survive him. Mr.
Wildman was a member of the
Delta
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, and also a member of
Phi Beta Kappa.

BOOK REVIEW
"Volonor", by Glen Winship

48 to 58 Pratt St., Hartford.
"Say It With Flowers"
AND LET A COLLEGE MAN
GIVE YOUR ORDERS
HIS PERSONAL ATTENTION.
HE KNOWS.

)\enn~!\giljacka~
HOTEL BOND.
Telephone 5-3050.

HENRY ANTZ
BARBER SHOP
10 CHAIRS.
H. FITCHNER
G. CODRARO
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OH BOYS!
Don't forget to call on
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Hartford, Conn.

59 High Street,
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THE PLACE OF ACCOMMODA'NON
M. W. SCHER, Prop.
« Vernon Street, Hartford, Conn.

TilE CASE, LOCKWOOD
AND BRAINARD CO.
PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS
AND PAPER RULERS
Corner Pearl and Trumbull Street.
Hartford, Conn.
On the Right Road.
"Oh!" exhaled the sweet young
thing, "I want popularity in the
worst way."
"Well," broadcasted her escort,
"you'll ·g et it if you go after it in
that way."
-Orange Owl.

••
Fair Enough.
Conductor on strt.:et-car-"Y10ur
fare, Miss."
Gwen-"Do you renlly think so?"
-Greetings.

A DARING FIRST NOVEL.
When a new writer deliberately
flies in the face of precedent, it is
fairly safe to assume that he is
either a fool or a genius.
Glen B. Winship has certainly defied precedent in writing the novel,
"Volonor." If he is a fool, he is an
amazing variety of that species; and
yet the title of genius is not to be accorded lightly. Perhaps Mr. Winship
should not be regarded as a new
writer, although "Volonor" is his first
novel.
Thousands will condemn "Volonor";
other thousands will praise it to the
skies; few careful readers will be
able to treat it with indifference. The
author seems destined to go down in
history either as a freak or as the
founder of a new literary "school."
"Volonor" is a story of almost feverish action, over a ground-sketch of a
re-made social structure. It is a
strange combination of love-story,
adventure-story,
and
didacticism,
blended with other elements less
easily labeled. It includes all of the
major passions and motives of mankind, except religion,
Although Mr. Winship has not
attempted to give a "picture" of
American customs, he has been remarkably successful in catching the
"flavor" of American life-our restless habits of thought, our curiously
mingled caution and daring, our extremes of virtue and vice, the multiplicity of our interests, the wide
sweep of our imagination, our revolt against arbitrary rules and customs, and our lasting faith in the essential principles of right and justice.
"Volonor" is not merely a story of
absorbing interest. It yields even
more from a second reading than
from the first. It provokes but does
not require thought. A school-boy
would find in it quite enough to repay his reading, though he could only
skim the surface; while for the more
mature readers, there are hidden
meanings that carry into bypaths of
practical and theatrical science, sociology, economics, and psychology.
The style is simple, yet there is a
nicety in the choice of words and
phrases, carrying rich under-currents
of thought for those who want more
than a swiftly moving narrative.
Grant West's beefsteak parable
may serve as illustration, though
many others might be given.
Because of West's love for Dorothy
Wentworth and his dread of offending her, he is afraid to mention the
evil habits that so frequently wreck
married life, and yet circumstances
compel him to make some allusion to
infidelity. This is his way of do~
ing it:
"Now, Dorothy, suppose that I
love you, and I knew you greatly disapproved of my eating beefsteak. ,
* • * On the strength of my promise

not to eat beefsteak, we got married,
and you got kinda tied down, and I
knew you couldn't very well leave me.
Maybe I'd sneak out occasionally and
fill up on beef. * * *
"But just suppose you weren't
' tied down, that you had enough
money to live on comfortably and
could leave me any time you wanted
to without having your reputation
ruined, and also that we had some
system so that it was a pretty safe
bet that you would find out sooner or
later if I sneaked a little beef. I'd
hesitate a long time before I'd break
that promise, wouldn't I?
"That's just the situation we'll
have here in Volonor. We'll have to
keep on courting the women, and
they'll come mighty near fixing the
standards."
The implications are clear ~ven to
those who do not know the storiT and
for those familiar with V~l~nor,
every sentence is crowded with meaning.
In spite of its daring, the novel is
clean in purpose and in execution,
and whether a reader endorses or
condemns the Volonese scheme of living, it will remain fresh in his memory long after other novels are forgotten.
Student Employment in New York.
Part-time workers are becoming
more numerous in the business houses
of Ne~ York, according to Nicholas
McD. McKnight, secretary of the Appointments Office. This tendency is
most marked among the larger institutions, it is shown in a report by Mr.
McKnight just made public.
"Of more than 3,000 part-time jobs
filled by Columbia students during the
past year," Mr. McKnight said, "a
conspicuously large number were provided by corporations. This is a welcome development.
"It is evident that more and more
of the city's business houses are realizing the possibilities of handling
some of their work through part-time
and late-hour workers. Clerical workers are used at night to supplement
the day forces in many hotels and
banks.
"Retail stores which stay open in
the evening are using students for the
night shifts. Financial houses are employing students in the late afternoon
to get out the important mail of the
day.
"This attitude' is helpful to the Appointments Office of the University
not only because it increases the number of available jobs for the ever in.
creasing number of applicants, but
because it is exactly the sort of work
which is most beneficial to the individual worker.
"Employers are asking more and
more for the graduate who has done
some real work while getting his education. In many cases the contact
made with employers through parttime work eventually leads to permanent connections with the same
firms."
Over 300 full-time jobs were obtained for men and women graduates covering a wide field from stenographers
and office workers to engineers, lawyers, architects, copywriters, and university instructors and professors.
"The standard job for college men
and women go on undiminished," continues the report. "Tutoring comes
first, then club work, playground supervision, stenography, typing, bookkeeping, designing, etc.
"A method is being worked out in
the Appointments Office whereby the
staff in making recommendations may
present a more exact estimate of a
candidate's worth than simply that
formed by interview.
"The student's preparatory school
record is availaJble as well as his record in the entrance tests. !Personal
comment is obtained from the Department of Admissions and frequently
from the instructors who know the
candidate best. A close check is kept
on his progress in college and his financial situation is thoroughly scrutinized.
"In this way the Office is better
prepared to make intelligent and satisfactory recommendations. The large
registration of men and women applicants for work makes impressive this
system of classification and rating."
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.ALUMNI NOTES
1901-"The New York Times" recently reported the appointment of
Martin W. Clement, formerly central
region general manager of the Pennsylvania Railroad, as "Assistant
Vice-President in charge of operations of the entire system, a newly
created position." "The Times" adds
that: "Mr. Clement's promotion by
the directors adds to the railroad's
general executive staff in Philadelphia an officer described as particularly conversant with the difficult
transportation problems of the big
industrial region surrounding Pittsburgh in Western
Pennsylvania,
Eastern Ohio, and
Northwestern
West Virginia. In his present position Mr. Clement will be the righthand man of Elisha Lee, Operating
Vice-President.
Mr. Clement was
promoted to the position of general
manager of the central region1 on
March 1, 1923, from the general
superintendency of the Lake Division, with headquarters at Cleveland,
Ohio. He entered the service of the
Pennsylvania Railroad in 1901 as
rodman in the office of the principal
assistant engineer of the United
Railroads of New Jersey."
What sort of students become
vice-presidents of America's greatest railroads? The "Ivy" reveals that
Mr. Clement played 'varsity football
for two years and basketball for
three years, and was a high jumper,
as well as a member of all four of
the 1901 class teams. He was a member of the Sophomore Dining Club
and St. Anthony Hall. He seems to
have been in almost everything except the Necrology. It is recalled
that he graduated from Trinity at the
tender age of 19, and to complete the
chronicle the writer would add that
Clem played a mean game of poker.

••

1901-Francis Ely Waterman was
married on September 16, to Miss
Helen Elizabeth Leland, daughter of
Mrs. Frank Irving Leland, at St.
Saviour's Chapel, Bar Harbor, Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Waterman are at home
at 88 Collins Street, Hartford, in
which city Mr. Waterman is an architect.

••

1901-The Twenty-fifth Reunion of
the Class of 1901 will be celebrated
in June, at Heublein's. The class
will then claim a record in having
had 25 successive reunions since
graduation. In several years these
reunions have consisted only of

BIGOTRY

meeting with "1923," but there have
always been members of 1901 back at
Commencement to celebrate the holding of a reunion of some sort. If any
other class has done as well, or better, 1901 would like to know about
it. The class secretary, James Albert
Wales, whose address is 250 Park
Avenue, New York, would like to
hear from all members of 1901, who
do not happen to be reached by the
regular reunion announcements.

**

Carlisle C. Mcivor, 1917, sails
November 28 from Vancouver, B. C.,
on the Empress of Canada, for Japan.
Mcivor will be assistant manager in
Japan for the United States Rubber
Export Co. He expects to travel in
Japan and Manchuria, but can be
reached, care of the United States
Rubber
Export Co., Maranouchi
Building, Tokio. A number of Trinity men gathered at the Psi Upsilon
Club of New York, Saturday night,
after the N. Y. U. game, in order to
wish Mac bon voyage.
C. B;Yron Spofford, 1916, who was
in this country most of the summer.
on furlough, left the Pacific Coast in
the middle of october, to return to
Calcutta and resume his work as
United States Trade ,C ommissioner
in India. Hoppie, while in this country last summer, gave a number of
radio talks on economic and commercial conditions in India. He has
been in the Far East for six years.
Courtenay "Gus" Page, 1917, who
has been a banker in the Canal Zone
most of the time since the war, has
returned to lower Broadway, where
he is now with the Chase National
Bank.
Eric A. Astlett, 1918, leaves next
week for California, where he will
spend the winter.
Robert D. Wessels, 1918, has joined
the Trinity delegation on Brooklyn
Heights. He is now in the credit department of the American Exchange
National Bank.
Theodore W. Jones, 1925, is one
of the few Northerners studying in
the Medical School of Vanderbilt
University. His address is 2113
Highland Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
E. Abbe Niles, 1916, who has a
four months' old son, headed for
Trinity, has left his position with
Justice Clark of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of the
State of New York and is now with
Messrs. Cadwalader, Wickersham and
Taft.

rising tide -of 1b igotry, which seems
to have waxed in fervor since it now
has the sainted Bryan to worship.
"If he can •b e ejected from the Baptist faith in the coming hunt," reports
Laurence Stallings, "it will be a simple
matter to drive all teachers of biology
in the South into the morass of compromise and evasion or the fires of
oblivion."
-N. S.

While he did not attain front page
publicity in the late heretic hunt in
the Tennessee hills, competent observers report that President P.oteat of
Wake Forest ·College, N. C., is the
most effective enemy of fundamentalism south of the Mason and Dixon
line. Ten years ago the churchmen
of the South first realized that the
small Baptist college harbored an -a nPlease Copy.
ti-Ohrist in its ·p residential chair. All
"What you' doin' Niggah ?''
attempt to dislodge Dr. Poteat or to
"Ise working fo' Uncle Sam."
divert Baptist dollars from his insti"Kai'll!t yo' git a job fum nobuddy
tution have failed; and ~t is hoped
that he will not be submerged by the cept yo' kinfQlks ? "

PAT ROONEY AT PARSONS ALL NEXT WEEK
Old~time

Star in His Own Production of "The Daughter of
Rosie O'Grady" .

The ever popular Pat Rooney brings
to Hartford for the week of November 16 his own, new production, "The
Daughter of Rosie O'Grady", an interesting and exhilarating musical
comedy by Edgar Allan Woolf, with
lyrics by ·Cliff Hess and music by
Joseph Santley. Pat has been a celebrated vaudeville star for about
twenty years and is likened to George
Cohan in national popularity. Theatregoers who love fun, action, clean
amusement, fine dancing and' the bubbling wit that cheers and does not
soil are enthusiastic admirers of the
famous young dancer. Marion Bent
is co-starring with her husband, and

little Pat, who is not so very little
any more, has a part in "Rosie", the
vibrating tale of the life of an Irish
Cinderella.
Some entrancing choral
numbers have been arranged by Dave
Bennett, who put on the dances for
"Rose Marie."
The unraveling of Rosie's absorbing
story is interwoven and entwined with
Santley's heart and pulse-stirring
music.
The new Rooney and Bent vehicle
has all the condiments that make for
success in musical comedies.
Wherever the attraction has played
the revi~ of it have been most favorable and glowing.
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Opticians
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SLOSSBERG
Tailorin!! Parlor
The well known Trinity Tailor
High Class and Fashionable Tailoring

65 Lincoln Street, Hartford.
Tr~ity

Barber Shop

996 Broad Street, corner Jefferson.
Electric Mas11age and Hair Cuttine.
Pre-war Prices.

OTTO BRINK, Proprietor
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Most Convenient to the School
Fashionable Tailoring
at Moderate Prices.
H. BORNSTEIN, Proprietor.
Broad Street, Hartford, Conn.
INFORMATION FOR FRESHMEN:
It's the Style to go to

MARCH'S BARBER SHOP
Room 1, Conn. Mutual Building.
Vibration Shampoo.
Manicure by Lady Attendant.

The Bryant & Chapman Co.
Distributors of Properly
Pasteurized Milk and Cream

as many as twenty verses to memory
they are most easily mastered by
studying them as a whole and not
taking them up section by section.
This has the added advantage that
when the work is done, there are no
The following points were gleaned dissociated parts which have to be
from an illuminating and inspiring united.
The equipment for good
lecture by the Professor of Psycholo- studying must neccessarily consist of
gy, delivered to the Freshman Class a desk, a chair and a good lamp; not
a week ago Monday morning.
only must the lamp give good light,
In the days of primitive man a lad but it should be well placed so that
of 16 years had accumulated all the there will be no glare in the eyes of
information which would be needed the reader. The posture of the readto fit him to his habits of life; get- er is an important thing, and one can
ting and preparing food, carrying his never hope to accomplish much by
fights with fellowmen or with lower taking a comfortable position in a
animals, and protecting himself. To- Morris chai:rl ' with one's feet resting
day the boy of 16 finds that he must on the table nearby. An important
necessarily assimilate the information feature is regularity of studying; one
that has been acquired by his ances- student may find he can accomplish
tors during the one hundred thousand more in the evening, another in the
years or more. Imagine a man today morning, but a. methodical plan will
attempting to accumulate for himself work best in the end because the body
what has been experienced and record- becomes accustomed to a definite
ed by civilized races.
regime. It is an absolute necessity
Three things are essential to good that a successful man work out the
instruction. First, the teacher, sec- method by which he can accomplish
ond, the method, and third, the equip- the most with the least expenditure
ment. It is easy to demonstrate that of energy. He will find in the end
equipment is least impor4nt of all that an hour of intensive work will
because frequently in the most sordid amount to more than two or three of
conditions men have achieved their desultory endeavor.
most brilliant work. The old phrase
As a further aid' to study it is es"we have to learn. YOl.l something" has
sential that notes be taken, but these
more meaning than the bad grammar
notes should never go to the point filf
would imply. It is a fact that a
being synoptic. They should in every
teacher can only lead and in the end
case be analytic.
,
the only process which counts, is the
Habits
of
studying,
well
formed,
learning by the student. So we see
"learning a student" can actually be will give the greatest value to the
man who goes into law, medicine,
done in a passive sense.
business, or any other pursuit, and
An interesting comparison may be
in the end will be the fundamental
made by the man and the lower animals. As to the relative age at which factor of success.

PROF. WELLS ON
HOW TO STUDY

the intellect is fully developed, the
young Cobra, one hour out of the
shell can coil and strike, and perform
every function of the adult reptile,
except, that of reproduction. Cases
Hartford, Conn.
have been known, of course, in the
human race, where a being has never
Phone
8-1266
We Sterilize Everything
developed beyond the stage of a three
months' child. A man recently died
who had lived 53 years, never being
Old Hartford Fire Building
Corner Pearl and Trumbull Streets able to do a thing for himself, in
A. Jefferson fact, food had to be put into his mouth
J. McGee
W. A. Healey
H. Warren and he was scarcely more than living
Fred Gauthier
J. Flood
organism.
A striking contrast is brought out
between conscious acts and those
which are unconscious (commonly
Booksellers and
called "second nature"); and it is the
Stationers
latter group which makes up all skill.
77-79 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. For instance, any skillful movement
of the hands and body must become
almost mechanical in order to secure
the highest results; such operations
appear to us as almost careless, so
Soda Shoppe and · Restaurant
easily are they accomplished. There
LUNCH
are three advantages which accrue as
Billiards and Bowling
a result of this. First, accuracy, sec"
50-60 Asylum Street, Hartford ond, relief from fatigue, and third, the
freeing of the higher conscious centers. The importance of these is selfevident; the freedom of mind of
which a skillful man's work enables
him to be on the alert for any irregularities which may by chance appear.
Take for instance the skillful surgeon
Both Sides of Asylum Street
who seems to accomplish his work in
Hartford, Conn.
a "slap-dash" manner, (it makes one
hesitate to risk one's welfare in his
hands) and contrast his ease and
grace with that of the interne who
stands perspiringly by with no greater responsibility than that of handing
the proper instruments.
OF THE BETTER CLASS
Coming more directly to the subject of studying, the three ways in
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS
which memory accomplishes its task
were pointed out: by repetition, by
emotion, and by having an understanding of the subject. It is a striking thing how easily we recall any
matter which has been involving our
intense · emotions, and it is a wellknown fact that the more thoroughly
we understand what we are studying
the more easily can we fix it in our
memory. Attention is an active process, but to be interested only, is
Publication Work a Speclalty
passive. When, however, our interest
is centered on something which has
to do with our future welfare it immediately advances to the rank of atMONOTYPE COMPOSITION
tention and what we preserve under
LINOTYPE COMPOSITION
such circumstances is usualy retained.
There are few things which may
assist directly in memorizing: The
method, the equipment, and the regularity of time for studying. If one
has the assigned task of committing
Printer• of "The Tripoi"
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CUSSING OUT THE- COLLEGES
Along with the anti-saloon league,
evolution, and the Democratic party,
the coUeges are receiving their annual
share of castigation. Remarks have
been made not in praise of Doctor
Butler's OoluiJJ•b ia or Doctor Campbell's
California.
Education of
twentieth century •s peed and horse
power is under fire. Its motives are
under the scalpel ·a nd its innards are
being probed.
" 'The Wisconsin Cardinal' senses
something amiss. It say.s editorially,
'If a college does not enable its students to live rwith a greater .a ppreciation -o f the real values o.f life it is
a failure •a nd its wails should crumible
away.'
"Walter Pritchard Eaton, in an article in 'Vanity Fair,' voices a protest. He s·ays the student does not
pay for his education tod·ay. His• tuition amounts to approximately onefourth of the real costs. The remainder is made up by endowment funds
contri'buted by the average man. He
wants to know if this student is
worthy of this largess.
"Discussing ways to determine a
genuine desire for knowl•e dge, he admits the difficulty. 'Neither are examinations <if much use * * * and
even they mi·g ht weed out as many
of the fit as the unfit, fur orjginal
minds,--'the kind best worth educaing'--lare infrequently the Phi Beta
K·IIIJ>pa minds * * *.'
"It was left for Dr. J. B. Finlay,
formerly of the University of Cali-

fornia, to touch a new note. He declaims, 'Universities of today turn
out seventy-five per cent. of their
graduart;es unable to speak and write
the English language correctly. We
do not want a race of mollycoddles.
I would rather trust t he fate of the
Nation to a genuine roughneck -than
to a highbrow. A master of arts is
now a boy whose ·p arents have enough
money to keep him in college until
his professors are tired looking at
him. When I sit in a classroom and
look at a male student nho hides his
mental weakness and moral unfitness
behind a coat of powder and cosmetics
I wonder which way o1,1r civilization
is headed.
" 'I am not worried about our women. Girls may dress as they please
and play up the charms of the sex.
The heart orr a mother is never far
beneath the surface.
" 'What is the remedy 1 Limit the
opportunity to those who are seriously in quest of knowledge. Let the
men who believe in themselves have
our college deg'l'ees. Latin and mathematics are but the daily dozen for
the exercise of .b rains.
Give us
men!'"
-American Campus.

Stuck.
"What makes Reginald so popu.
lar?"
'ffie's so pin-headed all the girls
get stuck on him."
-Masquerader.

FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS, ATHLETES

INTERCOLLEGIATE
WORLD COURT
CONFERENCE
AT PRINCETON
Delegates met last week in New
york from the Senior Councils, student papers, Christian Associations
or student governments of Princeton,
Yale, Harvard, Dartmouth, Vassar,
Barnard, Bryn Mawr, and planned a

Do You Know?-

" HOW TO STUDY"
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
:
•
:

The Students' Hand-Book of Practical Hints on the Technique
of Effective Study
By WILLIAM ALLAN BROOKS.
A Guide containing hundreds of practical hints and short cuts in the
econqmy of learning, to assist students in securing Maximum Scholastic
Results at a minimum cost of time, energy, and fatigue.
Especially Recommended for overworked students and athletes engaged in extra curriculum activities and for average and honor students
who are working for high scholastic achievement.
SOME OF THE TOPICS COVERED

Scientific Shortcuts in Effective Study.
Preparing for Examinations.
, Writill&' Good Examinations.
• Brain and Di~restion in Relation to Study.
: How to Take Lecture and Reading Notes.
• Advantages and Disadvantages of Cramming
: The Athlete and His Studies. ,

Diet During Athletic Training.
How to Study Modem LaDP!IlrM.
How to Study Science, Literature, ete.
Why Go to Collea-e7
After Co!lea-e, What7
Developing Concentration and Efficiency.
etc., etc., etc., ete., ete., ete., ete., ete.

powerful Intercollegiate World Court
Conference at Princeton for Friday,
December 11, and Saturday, Decem.
ber 12. Students of similar standing
from all over the country are then •
WHY YOU NEED THIS GUIDE.
•
"It is safe to say that failure to guide and direct study is the weak
to meet, form discussion groups on : point in the whole educational machine." Professor G. M. Whipple,
the Court, each led by a strong faculty • University of Michigan.
authority, bring reports of the stu~ •
"The successful men in college do not seem to be very happy. Most
dent opinion in their respective sec- : of them, especially the athletes, are overworked." Professor H. S. Canl.{,
• Yale.
tions and possibly send resolutions to •
"Misdirected labor, though honest and well intentioned, may lead to
the President.
: naught. Among the most important things for the student to learn is
The Executive Committee of the • how to study. Without knowledge of this his labor may be largely in
·
d f
t'
• vain." Professor G. F. Swain, M. I. T.
Conf erence IS
compose 0 one vo mg •
"To students who have never learnt 'How to Study,' work is very
representative from each of the : often a chastisement, a flagellation, and an insuperable obstacle to conschools above, and in addition one : tentment." Professor A. Inglis, Harvard.
each from the Universities of Or~gon, •
"HOW TO STUDY" will show you how to avoid all misdirected
• effort.
of Denver, of Kansas, of Texas; from •
Get a good start and make this year a highly successful one by
Tulsa University, Washington and : sending for this hand-book and guide NOW.
Lee, the University of Michigan, the
YOU NEED THIS INTELLIGENT ASSISTANCE.
University of Florida, Howard Uni- :
American Student Publishers,
versity and Lincoln University (Pa.).
I!II'JIIRI22 West 43rd Street, New York.
This distribution will make it com~
Gentlemen:
·
f 11
•
Please send me a copy of "How to Study", for which 1
pletely representative 0 a sections,
enclose $1.00 cash; $1.10 check.
and the presence of the Negro del~Name ....................................................... ..
gates from Howard and Lincoln UniAddress ...................................................... .
versities will make it representative
• • • •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
•
of the races.
The committee conducting the campaign as a whole is headed by Corliss ~·~·~·~~W~·~·M>·~·~·~~·~·~·M>·~·~·~·M>·~·~·~·~·~·~~~~H~~<H· ~~<H~
Lamont, Harvard Law School, and
supported most heavily by the Coun- :
cil of Christian Associations.
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SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

Regional Conferences.
At seventeen conferences, held over
the last three week-ends, student
leaders from New York to Seattle
studied the World Court issue. These
student leaders, over 500 of them, returned to their colleges to engineer
World Court educational campaigns,
continuing through the month of November and culminating in the grand
intercollegiate straw vote in Decemher.
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:

........................................................October............ 1925.

• To the Business Manager, THE TRIPOD,
Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.;
•
Please mail THE TRIPOD for the year 1925- 1926 (30 issues),
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•
•
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City............................................., State.................-...................................

Alm'ost Nearly.
H'e--"So y>our ·b rotjher made lthe
team?"
She--.''Oh, I wouldn't say that. But
of course, ·h e helped."
-Exchange.

Class of.............................. Signed........................................... :...................................................-

y ou will (will not) find enclosed Chock for $2.50.

